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A B S T R A C T

This study aims to provide a comprehensive network analysis to understand the current state of big data research
in tourism by investigating multi-disciplinary contributions relevant to big data. A comprehensive network
analytical method, which includes co-citation, clustering and trend analysis, is applied to systematically analyse
publications from 2008 to 2017. Two unique data sets from Web of Science are collected. The first data set
focuses on big data research in tourism and hospitality. The second data set involves other disciplines, such as
computer science, for a comparison with tourism. Results suggest that applications of social media and user-
generated content are gaining momentum, whereas theory-based studies on big data in tourism remain limited.
Tourism and other relevant domains have similar concerns with the challenges involved in big data, such as
privacy, data quality and appropriate data use. This comparative network analysis has implications for future big
data research in tourism.

1. Introduction

The advancement of Internet technology and adoption of mobile
devices have created massive user-generated big data, in which this
popular buzzword has resulted in changes in the tourism and hospi-
tality fields (Mariani, Baggio, Fuchs, & Höepken, 2018). Given the in-
creasing popularity of big data and analytics, an accumulating number
of studies on big data, such as social media data, are being conducted in
various research fields, particularly tourism and hospitality (Boyd &
Crawford, 2012; Li, Xu, Tang, Wang, & Li, 2018). Researchers and in-
dustries are exploring the theories and applications of big data by using
high-performance algorithms to maximise the fullest potential of big
data. Previous studies have generally considered big data a favourable
supplement than the traditional small data; hence, they utilised the big
data to detect patterns, understand consumer satisfaction and predict
different outcomes, such as tourist arrivals and hotel occupancy (Li &
Law, 2019; Li, Pan, Law, & Huang, 2017; Xiang, Schwartz, Gerdes, &
Uysal, 2015).

Topics related to big data and social media in the tourism and
hospitality fields have received increased attention from researchers.
Numerous studies in tourism- and hospitality-related journals can be
identified by inputting keywords, such as ‘big data’, ‘social media’,
‘social network’, ‘user-generated content (UGC)’ and ‘online reviews’,
into professional databases (Xiang & Gretzel, 2010; Ye, Law, & Gu,
2009). General databases include Science Direct, Scopus by Elsevier,

Google Scholar and Web of Science (Law, Qi, & Buhalis, 2010). Re-
searchers can collect data from these databases and analyse the re-
trieved information by adopting bibliometric techniques to identify
important issues and trends in big data-related research (Lu &
Stepchenkova, 2015; Schuckert, Liu, & Law, 2015).

The current line of study contributes to the literature that involves
the analysis of research foci and trends. However, existing studies on
tourism and hospitality are limited to two streams. Firstly, the existing
analyses emphasise on the systematic investigation and evaluation of
big data or social media in the tourism and hospitality fields (Leung,
Law, van Hoof, & Buhalis, 2013). That is, minimal effort has been de-
voted to compare the current state of big data research in tourism and
hospitality with that in other relevant fields, such as management and
marketing, from a comprehensive global perspective. The selected ar-
ticles focused on the tourism and hospitality field and seldom con-
sidered the publications from other fields. This approach restricts the
quantity of publications and completeness of evaluation in a broad
social science domain. Secondly, the majority of the review articles
conducted content analysis on the development of specific topics within
a selected period. However, a comprehensive visualisation analysis of
the overall development of big data research, particularly co-citation,
clustering and evolving trends, has yet to be conducted. Such a visua-
lised analytical tool can be used to obtain an improved understanding
of the research nature and emerging and evolving trends in big data
research in tourism and hospitality. Dynamic changes in research trends
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over the years can be identified to further follow the entire research
progress.

The concept of big data has gained increasing popularity in the
social sciences, where it has been used to create values and enhance the
performance of industries (Mariani et al., 2018). The methodological
development of big data and big data analytics requires knowledge
from various disciplines, including computer science and mathematics
(Bryson, Kenwright, Cox, Ellsworth, & Haimes, 1999). Tourism studies
have been described as inter-disciplinary perspectives (Coles, Hall, &
Duval, 2006). Ritchie, Sheehan, and Timur (2008) reported that
tourism studies are the intersections of multiple disciplines, such as
sociology, business, economics, culture and management. Therefore,
advancements in other disciplines, such as computer science, mathe-
matics, engineering and business and management, can promote the
development of tourism studies. By comparing the developments of big
data research in tourism with those in other domains, we can formulate
a comprehensive understanding of the state of big data research in the
tourism and hospitality fields.

The primary objectives of this study are to provide a comprehensive
network analysis of big data research in the tourism field by assessing
the overall research trends and foci. Furthermore, the current research
aims to compare the current big data applications in tourism with those
in other relevant fields from a multidisciplinary perspective. Existing
review studies, such as that of Mariani et al. (2018), have systematically
reviewed business intelligence and big data in the tourism and hospi-
tality field until 2016. The current study differs from the existing ones
and contributes to the tourism and hospitality literature by performing
network analysis to provide a comprehensive evaluation of big data
research in other research fields, including computer science, man-
agement and marketing. We conducted a systematic network analysis of
the relevant publications and established a complete database through
Web of Science. A co-citation network connects articles with authors
and their cited references, which has been demonstrated effective to
identify the research state and reveal the intellectual structure of the
tourism field (Benckendorff & Zehrer, 2013). Additionally, the different
research foci and evolving trends during the studied years can be re-
vealed on the bases of algorithms in a time-zone view of a network.
Particularly, network analysis is proposed to answer the following
questions: What are the most cited articles related to big data research
in tourism? What are the most prominent topics in big data-related
research? How did big data research evolve from 2008 to 2017? What
can big data research in tourism draw from other disciplines from a
social science perspective? Hence, this study contributes to the existing
literature by providing answers to the abovementioned research ques-
tions, and offering potential directions for future research on big data in
tourism and hospitality.

Two data sets were collected from various research domains, in-
cluding tourism and hospitality, business, management and marketing.
For the first data set, we focused on publications in the tourism and
hospitality fields. We did not limit the research domains for the second
data set, which covered relevant publications in comprehensive do-
mains, including management and marketing, computer science,
mathematics and geography. Thereafter, we analysed the two data sets
and compared their results to provide a comprehensive understanding
of big data research in tourism. Network and comparative analyses,
including co-citation, clustering and trend analysis, were performed to
investigate the overall research state of big data in tourism from 2008
to 2017.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 pre-
sents a review of the relevant literature and identifies research gaps.
Section 3 introduces the network analytical method. Section 4 describes
the data and network analysis. Lastly, Section 5 provides the conclu-
sions, study limitations and future research directions.

2. Literature review

Firstly, we analysed the existing systematic reviews related to big
data and social media in tourism and hospitality, with focus on the data
and methods used. Secondly, we introduced an analytical tool that vi-
sualises the network of scientific publications to systematically quantify
the reviews.

2.1. Evaluation of publications: data and methods

Numerous empirical studies and review articles on big data, in-
formation technique, Web 2.0 and social media have increasingly be-
come popular topics in tourism and have attracted the attention of re-
searchers (Buhalis & Law, 2008). Systematic reviews are particularly
useful in revealing research progress, identifying existing research gaps
and offering agenda for future studies by using systematic methods and
establishing a data set that represents the studied tourism domain
(Leung et al., 2013). Various selections of databases, adoption of review
methods and study periods may yield various outcomes in evaluating
research progress.

The database used to evaluate the publications was generated from
search engines and popular databases, such as Google Scholar, Scopus,
EBSCOHost and Web of Science (Leung et al., 2013). Each data provider
has its advantages. McKercher (2012) argued that Google Scholar was
useful for citation analysis owing to its vast database and ease of use.
McKercher (2012) acquired data from Google Scholar, which included
54 journals in hospitality and tourism, and used Publish or Perish
software to propose an influence ratio measure to assess the impact of
the journals. Lee, Law, and Ladkin (2014) examined authorship, length,
collaboration and citation counts in selected publications by using data
from Google Scholar. Published journals or conference proceedings can
also serve as useful benchmarks when evaluating the quality of articles.
However, Google Scholar was criticised for its inaccuracy and dupli-
cation issues (Lu & Stepchenkova, 2015). The database retrieved from
Web of Science was commonly used by existing studies because of its
wide coverage and authority (Li, Ma, & Qu, 2017; Li, Qiao, & Wang,
2017).

Bibliometric methods are typically employed to investigate the in-
fluences of publications in a systematic review (Lee et al., 2014;
McKercher, 2012). The impact of publications generally depends on
several characteristics. For example, researchers used citation count as
an important indicator to highlight influence. Several quantifiable
elements, such as word count, authorship and cooperation network, can
be used to evaluate publications (Lee et al., 2014). Schuckert et al.
(2015) reviewed 50 published online reviews in tourism and hospitality
academic journals from 2004 to 2013 and conducted content analysis to
classify the selected articles and examine the methodological trends. Lu
and Stepchenkova (2015) reviewed 122 articles that utilised UGC as a
research mode and presented topics and challenges in UGC research.
Law et al. (2010) noted that analysis related to references is important
to ascertain the relationship among published articles. However, a
single attribute, such as citation count, only describes articles from one
dimension and is insufficient to assess the entire research progress. A
visualised network that combines the co-citation relationship among
articles and evolving trends remains inadequate.

Although existing review articles have investigated big data related
progress, a comprehensive review in tourism with a complete database
and visualisation method has yet to be conducted. For example,
Wamba, Akter, Edwards, Chopin, and Gnanzou (2015) analysed 64
selected articles from 2008 to 2012 and synthesised big data applica-
tions through an in-depth case study. Sagiroglu and Sinanc (2013) re-
viewed big data from several important issues until 2012, such as big
data content, scope, samples, methods, advantages and challenges. The
aforementioned researchers argued that companies and organisations
should attach considerable importance to big data because big data
analysis results in accurate prediction and marketing strategies. Chen,
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Chiang, and Storey (2012) completed a bibliometric study of critical
business intelligence and analytic publications, researchers and topics
using academic and industry publications from 2000 to 2011. Their
study targeted six articles to introduce the research framework in
business intelligence and big data analytics. The preceding reviews
contributed to the development of big data applications, although they
did not particularly reveal the recent research state of big data in
tourism and hospitality.

2.2. Modelling and visualisation tool

The modelling and visualisation of review findings are useful in
obtaining comprehensive results to reveal the research state and evol-
ving research trends (Van den Besselaar & Heimeriks, 2006). Particu-
larly, the connections among the reviewed articles are difficult to depict
because of the complicated relationship between the citing and cited
articles. Small (1973) indicated that if two references are cited together
in a publication, then these references are related. For example, one
article is cited by two articles, which are also cited by other articles. Co-
citation is an important indicator that reflects the relationship among
references during publication modelling. Co-citation network de-
termines the intellectual structure of the reviewed field (Benckendorff &
Zehrer, 2013).

Meanwhile, considering one single attribute only describes articles
from one dimension and is insufficient in assessing the entire research
progress. Analytical tools have been developed to solve the problem
related to the connections among references. Particularly, these tools
generate networks that use the attributes of publications and their re-
ferences. CiteSpace, which is a Java application, is an ideal example.
CiteSpace was developed on the bases of bibliometric constructs, such
as co-citation analysis and evolving networks (Morris, Yen, Wu, &
Asnake, 2003). CiteSpace was adopted in previous studies to detect and
visualise emerging trends and patterns in the scientific literature. Cer-
tain articles are actively cited in a specific field. Thus, these articles are
considered vital in determining research trends (Chen & Morris, 2003).
Theories from bibliometric analysis indicate that the citing and cited
articles represent the research front and intellectual base, respectively
(Chen, 2006; Chen, Ibekwe-SanJuan, & Hou, 2010). Therefore, a vi-
sualised co-citation network can be constructed after modelling the
reviewed articles. That is, network analysis can reveal and visualise the
most cited articles of a specific topic during a given period and the
major research trends and emerging patterns in a time-zone view. This
approach is particularly useful for discerning the overall research trends
and patterns in various academic fields (Li, Qiao, & Wang, 2017).

For example, the aforementioned approach was applied in various
research domains. Li, Ma, and Qu (2017) analysed publications in three
hospitality journals and identified patterns, research topics and influ-
ential researchers. Benckendorff and Zehrer (2013) conducted network
analysis to identify the pioneering scholars and seminal research in
three leading tourism journals. This approach has also been utilised to
detect trends and patterns in different scientific fields, such as business
models, geographic information systems and health care (Brailsford,

Harper, Patel, & Pitt, 2009; Li, Ma, & Qu, 2017; Li, Qiao, & Wang,
2017).

In summary, although various studies, including Leung et al. (2013)
and Mariani et al. (2018), have contributed to the existing research
through their systematic reviews of big data, business intelligence and
social media in tourism and hospitality, minimal attention has been
devoted to the investigation on big data research via network analysis
and evaluation of the trends of research focus from a broad social sci-
ence perspective. Two research gaps are identified. Firstly, Leung et al.
(2013) and Mariani et al. (2018) analysed numerous academic articles
(44 from 2007 to 2011 and 96 from 2000 to 2016, respectively) in the
tourism and hospitality fields. By contrast, the current study con-
structed a more comprehensive selection of publications in tourism and
hospitality and in other relevant social science domains from 2008 to
2017. Secondly, although the aforementioned studies conducted con-
tent analysis and systematic quantitative methods, a visualised in-
vestigation on the reviewed articles remains limited. An in-depth vi-
sualised analysis that reveals recent developments in big data-related
research, such as research front, research focus and evolving trends, has
yet to be carried out.

3. Analytical framework

To investigate the state and progress of big data-related research, we
proposed an analytical framework to assess publications by using the
co-citation networks generated in the publications (see Fig. 1).

The major steps in this framework include data collection, pre-
liminary analysis and network analysis.

3.1. Data collection

Data were acquired from full-length articles in academic journals,
conference proceedings, editorials and reviews in Web of Science until
2017. Each record contains several relevant attributes of a publication,
such as authorship, citation counts, published journals and citing re-
ferences. Relevant keywords and search engines for retrieval should be
selected to collect a complete data set. The following rules in data
collection should be observed. Firstly, the keywords should be sub-
stantially relevant to the specific topic. Hence, we used ‘big data’ as a
keyword because it expresses the relevant topic for the selected pub-
lications. Secondly, search engines should return authoritative and ac-
curate results. Accordingly, we selected Web of Science as our primary
search source because it retrieves publications from Science Citation
Index Expanded, Social Science Citation Index, Arts & Humanities
Citation Index and Emerging Source Citation Index. For the con-
venience of comparative design, we obtained two individual data sets
related to big data. Our main data set was collected by restricting our
search to tourism and hospitality industries, whereas the other com-
parative data set covered a general domain.

Fig. 1. Analytical framework to evaluate publications.
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3.2. Preliminary data analysis

Basic descriptive analysis was conducted to pre-process the col-
lected data sets. The specific data attributes were examined because
they are useful indicators in determining the research impact of a
publication. For example, being cited is strongly relevant to the impact
of a publication in a specific domain. High citations indicate the strong
impact of a research because it was cited by many subsequent studies.
References are also beneficial in evaluating a publication because they
reveal how the current study is linked to existing ones. Additionally, the
attributes of authors and institutions can represent individuals and or-
ganisations that undertake specific topics. The attributes of published
journals can also facilitate the identification of periodicals related to the
topics. Therefore, a network that combines complex relationships
should be built to substantially analyse data.

3.3. Network analysis

A network that can determine the dynamic connections between the
publications and references was constructed. Thereafter, a scientific
network was designed to focus primarily on the connection of the
publications. This network aims to assess the following metrics: co-ci-
tation, clusters and trends. The rationale in observing these metrics is
threefold: (1) the current research state and research front can be
identified using co-citation analysis, (2) the different research foci can
be revealed by clustering analysis based on the log-likelihood ratio al-
gorithm and (3) the evolving trends of publications during the studied
years can be shown in a time-zone view by analysing the keywords.
Moreover, a comparative analysis of the two data sets was performed

under the same framework.
In terms of research design, we constructed two data sets to evaluate

the progress of big data in tourism and hospitality research compared
with other domains. The first data set was obtained by restricting the
research field to tourism and hospitality. The second data set was col-
lected using the keyword ‘big data’ and the collected publications
covered various research domains, such as computer science, social
sciences and statistics.

The results of the comparative analysis of the two data sets pri-
marily emphasised network analysis in tourism research and the con-
nection to other relevant domains. The design of the research experi-
ments considered the following factors. Firstly, by performing network
analysis in tourism, the progress and future development of the use of
big data in tourism and hospitality can be clearly presented in a
quantified and visual manner. Secondly, comparing the findings against
a general big data domain will enable us to acquire a global under-
standing and assessment of a research topic, such as the major research
interests and high-impact researchers in big data, and determine how
big data research in tourism is related to other relevant domains.

3.4. Data and analysis

We used the analytical software CiteSpace, which is a Java appli-
cation, for the scientific literature to identify emerging trends in big
data-related research (Chen, 2006). Firstly, we collected two data sets
from Web of Science and presented their basic descriptions. Secondly,
we performed co-citation, clustering and trend detection analyses on
the data sets. Thirdly, we compared the results obtained from the two
data sets to evaluate the connections and differences between tourism

Fig. 2. Distribution of the top 20 categories in a general big data domain.

Table 1
Summary of tourism-related publications and citations (Data set #1).

Number of
publications

Total
citations

Percentage of
publications

Percentage of
citations

2008 4 29 0.65 0.95
2009 11 60 1.79 1.97
2010 6 404 0.98 13.26
2011 14 194 2.28 6.37
2012 27 301 4.40 9.88
2013 53 749 8.63 24.58
2014 69 490 11.24 16.08
2015 153 612 24.92 20.09
2016 203 190 33.06 6.24
2017 74 18 12.05 0.59
Total 614 3047 100.00 100.00

Table 2
Summary of big data publications and citations (Data set #2).

Number of
publications

Total
citations

Percentage of
publications

Percentage of
citations

2008 10 629 0.50 3.45
2009 2 179 0.10 0.98
2010 1 38 0.05 0.21
2011 10 249 0.50 1.37
2012 67 1903 3.35 10.44
2013 329 3672 16.46 20.14
2014 598 6070 29.91 33.30
2015 687 4022 34.37 22.06
2016 274 1389 13.71 7.62
2017 21 78 1.05 0.43
Total 1999 18,229 100.00 100.00
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and other domains.

3.5. Data collection

In March 2017, all relevant publications as of 2017 were identified
and collected from Web of Science. The data used in this study per-
tained to scientific literature, such as full-length articles, reviews and
conference articles. Each data record included the following publication
attributes: authors, published journals/proceedings/books, publication
years, keywords, abstract, citation counts and cited references. These
attributes are valuable in identifying the impact of a current publica-
tion.

Two data sets were collected to construct the emerging networks in
big data research on the basis of the analytical framework. The em-
phasis was on the use of big data in tourism and hospitality. Thus, data
set #1 was collected using big data combined with the terms tourism,
travel, hotel and hospitality as keywords to retrieve articles from Web of
Science because keywords are related to research contexts. After care-
fully examining the retrieved articles, we found that publications re-
lated to social media data were seldom included. Given the state of the
tourism and hospitality fields, social media data are considered im-
portant big data sources generated from the Internet because such in-
formation affects tourist behaviours and tourism management (Xiang

et al., 2015). Therefore, the data set was further expanded by adding
‘social media’ as another keyword. To obtain a comprehensive review of
previous studies, the current study analysed articles published in aca-
demic journals, conference proceedings, book reviews and editorial
materials. The present research differs from other review studies, such
as Leung et al. (2013), which mainly analysed full-length articles in
academic journals. Lastly, a data set with approximately 600 publica-
tions and 21,108 references was obtained.

The other data set for comparative analysis was constructed by fo-
cusing on a broad big data research field. Data set #2 covered computer
science, information systems, engineering, economics, finance, health-
care, social science and other domains. Fig. 2 shows the top 20 cate-
gories in this data set.

We filtered the data set using the following steps to ensure that the
studied articles are cited to construct a network. Firstly, we sorted the
data set by using citation counts. Secondly, data with no citation counts
before March 2017 were excluded to satisfy the requirement that the
used data should be cited. Lastly, we acquired a data set that contained
1999 records and 58,155 references.

3.6. Data description

The number of publications and publication impact have become

Fig. 3. Percentage of publications and citations by year in data set #1.

Fig. 4. Percentage of publications and citations by year in data set #2.
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increasingly significant because of the increasing popularity of big data
research. Tables 1 and 2 summarise the number of publications and
total citations that reflect the impact of publications in the two data sets
in previous years.

Table 1 shows that the total number of publications and citations
are 614 and 3047, respectively. The numbers in Tables 1 and 2 for 2017
only reflect publications until March because the data collection was
conducted in March 2017. The results suggest that the tourism and
hospitality fields exhibited significant growth in terms of the number of
publications from 2013 to 2016. The total citations from 2013 to 2015
reached 749 (2013), 490 (2014) and 612 (2015), with growth per-
centages of approximately 25%, 16% and 20%, respectively. The
number of citations in 2016 declined. Table 2 presents the substantial
increase in the number of publications and citations in the general big

data domains. From 2013 to 2015, the publications and citations of big
data research increased by approximately 16%, 30% and 34% and 20%,
33% and 22%, respectively. The summaries in Tables 1 and 2 suggest
that the popularity of big data-related research initially increased sig-
nificantly and declined slightly thereafter from 2008 to 2017.

Figs. 3 and 4 depict the detailed percentage increase (i.e. trends) of
publications and citations from 2008 to 2017 in the two data sets.

3.7. Network analysis in tourism research

3.7.1. Co-citation analysis
A co-citation network was developed using data set #1. Fig. 5 de-

picts the relationship between the literature and others that often ap-
pear together on reference lists. The size and color of the nodes denote
the frequencies of co-citation and the first cited year, respectively. We
identified several of the most cited publications in tourism field on the
basis of the frequency reflected by the node sizes.

Table 3 lists the 10 most co-cited studies based on the co-citation
network. The majority of the studies (i.e. 9 out of 10) were published in
tourism and hospitality-related journals, except for Ye, Law, Gu, and
Chen (2011) (No. 10) which appeared in Computers in Human Behavior,
a non-tourism journal. The results indicate that although these top-cited
papers have several relationships with big data or social media related
to tourism and hospitality, several of these papers did not directly use
the extensive data collected from big data sources. For example, Xiang
and Gretez (2010); Litvin, Goldsmith, and Pan (2008); Buhalis and Law
(2008) as well as Leung et al. (2013) (Nos. 1, 2, 4 and 5, respectively)
examined several important issues on electronic word-of-mouth (e-
WOM), blogs, virtual communities, e-tourism after the Internet, travel

Fig. 5. Co-citation network for big data research in tourism (2008 to 2017).

Table 3
Most cited studies in dataset #1.

ID References Keywords

1 Xiang and Gretzel (2010) Social media, travel information search
2 Litvin et al. (2008) e-WOM, online marketing
3 Xiang et al. (2015) Big data, text analytics, hotel satisfaction
4 Buhalis and Law (2008) e-Tourism, Internet
5 Leung et al. (2013) Social media, review, tourism research
6 Vermeulen and Seegers (2009) Online review, hotel, e-WOM
7 Ye et al. (2009) Online reviews, hotel, sales
8 Sparks and Browning (2011) Online reviews, travel choice, hotel

bookings
9 Chan and Guillet (2011) Social media sites, hotels
10 Ye et al. (2011) UGC, travel behaviour, bookings

Table 4
Most cited studies in data set #2.

ID References Keywords

1 Fuchs, Höpken, and Lexhagen (2014) Big data analytics, destination
2 Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier (2013) Big data, revolution
3 Marine-Roig and Clavé (2015) Smart city, big data, business intelligence
4 Bangwayo-Skeete and Skeete (2015) Google data, forecasting
5 Vu, Li, Law, and Ye (2015) Geotagged photo, data mining
6 Yang, Pan, and Song (2014) Web traffic data, big data, hotel demand
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information search and online marketing. However, these studies did
not adopt any big data or social media data. Nevertheless, the preceding
studies are highly cited in big data or social media research because
they represent several fundamental issues in tourism and hospitality.

These pioneering publications have inspired numerous researchers to
investigate the contribution of social media and big data to the online
tourism domain.

Table 3 shows that other primary research topics have concentrated
on the adoption of online reviews generated from social media sites and
big data analytics. Xiang et al. (2015) (No. 3) explored the use of big
data analytics to comprehend the relationship between hotel guest
experience and stratification. Various studies (Nos. 6–10) have in-
vestigated the utility of online reviews as important exogenous vari-
ables to predict and understand important issues, such as hotel sales,
online bookings and social media marketing.

The findings show that the current tourism and hospitality literature
emphasises social media-related research. In practice, big data-related
publications that collect and analyse this type of data are relatively
limited. Therefore, the citations of big data-related studies are fewer
than those of social media-related ones. Accordingly, only a few big
data-related studies have been identified because of the strong impact
of social media research (see Table 3). Table 4 presents the most cited
big data studies.

These studies used big data, such as geotagged photos, web traffic
data and Google data, to investigate forecasting, smart tourism design
and consumer behaviour. Analytics, including data mining and statis-
tics, were also used in the big data-related research.

3.7.2. Clustering analysis
We ascertained 23 clusters by using the generated co-citation net-

work. The log-likelihood ration algorithm was utilised to determine the
labels of clusters. We obtained seven large clusters, namely, business
value, web quality, online review research, social media, social network
site, destination choice and evaluation (see Fig. 6). The clusters are
named as such because of their most cited literature. For example, Xie,
Zhang, and Zhang (2014) is the most cited study in Cluster #0.
Therefore, this study was labeled accordingly with the extracted dis-
tinctive keyword ‘business value’. Table 5 provides detailed information
on the generated clusters.

The outcomes of the clustering analysis revealed that the majority of
the clusters are closely connected to one another. The studies in these
clusters are related to big data and social media and have similarities
with general research topics despite the likelihood of having dissimilar

Fig. 6. Clusters in the co-citation network in data set #1.

Table 5
Description of the five largest clusters in data set #1.

Cluster ID Cluster labels Cluster sizes

0 Business value 46
1 Web quality 37
2 Online review research 31
3 Social media 28
4 Social network site 27
5 Destination choice 18
6 Performing anonymity 12

Table 6
Major keywords in data set #1.

Year Keywords Frequency Year Keywords Frequency

2010 Social media 280 2014 Online review 29
Internet 60 Destination 21
Management 48 Industry/product 20
Model 47 Service quality 19

2011 Word of mouth 104 2015 Online review 31
Facebook 34 Quality 15
Satisfaction 30 Loyalty/trust 14/13
Twitter 16 Smart tourism 12

2012 UGC 39 2016 Network 12
Information
technology

32 Hotel industry 10

Experience 29 Engagement 7
Impact 68 2017 Consumer review 5

2013 Big data 59 Customer
satisfaction

5

Hospitality 47 Analytics 4
Behaviour 42 Online hotel

review
2

Review 29 Mobile technology 2
Destination image 26 Cultural tourism 2
TripAdvisor 17 Challenge 2
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focal points. Particularly, Cluster #0 includes research that investigated
social media contents from the perspective of consumer-generated on-
line reviews. For example, Xie et al. (2014) verified the relationship
between online reviews and offline hotel performance. In Cluster #1,
such studies as Pulvirenti and Jung (2011) examined the effects of so-
cial networks on web quality and stratification in tourism destination
marketing. Online review research is a large cluster in the data set and
covers the literature that used online reviews to understand consumer
behaviour and predict hotel sales. Clusters #3 and #4 are identified as
social media and social media sites (Facebook), respectively, which
have similar meanings but different emphases. Cluster #3 involves re-
views or research agendas. For example, Munar, Gyimóthy, and Cai
(2013) proposed a research agenda in tourism social media. By con-
trast, Cluster #4 comprises research on the applications of social media

sites, such as Facebook and Twitter, in tourism and hospitality.
Cluster #6 is distinct from the other major clusters because certain

studies in this cluster are not found in tourism journals. For example,
Orlikowski and Scott (2013) explored the evaluation of products and
services through social media from the organization viewpoint and was
published in Organization Science.

3.7.3. Trend analysis
Table 6 shows the major keywords and their frequencies in data set

#1 and Fig. 7 depicts the evolving trends of these keywords from 2008
to 2017 with different nodes and links. The node sizes in Fig. 7 are
consistent with the term frequencies in Table 6. For example, the term
‘social media’ is marked by a green color with a frequency of 280 in
2010 in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Trend of keywords in data set #1.

Fig. 8. Co-citation network in data set #2.
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The results showed that the keywords with high frequencies in-
cluded social media, Internet, word of mouth and big data. Thus, the
current popular research topics in this study are related to Internet
applications and UGC. Particularly, researchers have investigated the
effects of big data and social media techniques on traditional tourism
and hospitality industries.

Fig. 7 shows that early research concentrated on different social
media sources (i.e. Facebook, Twitter and TripAdvisor) to investigate
consumer behaviour, such as satisfaction or expectation, on the basis of
the changes in keywords in previous years. Researchers have also dis-
cussed the impact of big data and social media on tourism and hospi-
tality from 2010 to 2013. After 2013, diverse research topics, including
service quality, loyalty, trust and smart tourism, have been explored.
Research on big data in tourism experienced expansive growth. Re-
searchers discussed the application and influence of big data and social
media in tourism and hospitality.

Such keywords as ‘mobile technology’ and ‘challenge’ were often

used in 2017. Mobile technology is an emerging popular topic that can
significantly affect tourism and hospitality. Several researchers have
also focused on the potential challenges in big data. To reduce errors,
data should be carefully analysed and used appropriately (Xiang, Du,
Ma, & Fan, 2017).

3.8. Comparative analysis

A comparative analysis was conducted to explore the relationship of
big data research in tourism and relevant domains. We provided the
results generated using the second data set, which was constructed from
a general domain (see Figs. 8 to 10 and Table 7). We emphasised the
similarities and differences in the research topics and trends between
tourism and other relevant domains.

Firstly, general big data research can be classified into theoretical
formulation and extensive applications. The results of the network
analysis of data set #2 suggest that general big data research presents

Fig. 9. Network of the major clusters.

Fig. 10. Trend of keywords in data set #2.
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significant interests in algorithm design, analytical tools and diverse
applications. The most influential publications reflect the three per-
spectives of big data research, namely, data algorithms, applications
and potential concerns (see Fig. 8). Big data algorithms and techniques,
such as MapReduce and Hadoop, are discussed in general big data re-
search. Table 7 shows that researchers have also discussed the various
applications of big data, such as supply chain management, smart city,
healthcare and gene expression (Waller & Fawcett, 2013). Fig. 10 de-
picts the five terms identified from the network analysis: data archi-
tecture, data analytics, challenge, social media and extensive applica-
tions, which also demonstrates that general big data research has
formed theories, algorithms, methods and diverse applications.

By contrast, big data research in tourism and hospitality presents
several application-based investigations and limited theory-based stu-
dies. Tables 5 and 6 show that the results from data set #1 indicate that
the major concentrations include social media and big data applica-
tions. Particularly, researchers have applied analytical methods from
econometrics, data mining and business intelligence to solve problems
in tourism and hospitality. These applications include accurate fore-
casting of hotel or tourism demands, consumer experiences and sa-
tisfaction and decision-making in travel planning. However, only a few
common theories are available related to the use of big data in tourism
and hospitality for researchers and industries. Ruths and Pfeffer (2014)
and Xiang et al. (2017) demonstrated that an improved understanding
of big data or social media data is considerably required for their
analysis. For example, numerous studies may apply big data, such as
online reviews to assess the impact of this type of data on hotel per-
formance. Nevertheless, only a few studies have illustrated why big
data have an impact on hotel performance from the theoretical per-
spective (Xiang et al., 2017). Therefore, the theoretical foundations of
big data in tourism and hospitality remain to be improved in the future.

Secondly, the findings from the two data sets indicate similar con-
cerns in big data research. These findings confirm that big data can
generate traps and misunderstandings, which have been demonstrated
by previous studies, such as Lazer, Kennedy, King, and Vespignani
(2014) and Xiang et al. (2017). The results from the keywords in the
two data sets demonstrate these findings. The keywords in Table 7 with
relatively high frequencies include challenge, traps and failures. The
clusters in Fig. 9 show that big data privacy is commonly discussed in

research related to big data. For example, Lazer et al. (2014) analysed
the traps in Google Flu Trend (GFT), which is a popular tool that uses
search engine data, and proposed traps in big data analysis. By tracking
the forecasting performance of GFT, the researchers verified that the
approach overlooks considerable information that can be extracted by
traditional statistical methods. Researchers have also focused on the
potential negative effects of big data on tourism. Xiang et al. (2017)
discussed the quality of big data and argued for the appropriate use of
data.

Therefore, we are convinced that further effort should be exerted for
the correct use of big data and toward establishing the theoretical
foundation that regulates the practical applications of big data. In this
manner, we promote the development of tourism and hospitality.
Advancements in multiple disciplines should also be integrated into big
data research.

4. Conclusions

In recent years, big data-related research has become increasingly
popular in various fields, including tourism and hospitality. To improve
the use of big data, researchers and industries have continuously sought
to develop the appropriate algorithms and solutions that draw from
multi-disciplinary knowledge, such as mathematics, computer science
and geography. By analysing big data-related publications in tourism
and other relevant fields, this study contributes to the literature by
answering the following research questions: (1) How did big data-re-
lated research evolve in recent years? (2) What can big data research in
tourism draw from other disciplines in a social science perspective? The
comprehensive investigation on big data research from 2008 to 2017 is
conducted through a visualised network analysis. The findings indicate
the influential studies on big data, major clusters of research topics and
trends of research keywords in tourism and hospitality.

The present study offers several implications for practice. Big data
should be carefully identified and used in tourism and hospitality. The
results related to the two data sets demonstrated that concerns with
data traps or failures have elicited increasing attention. Big data cannot
replace all data sources and industries should not disregard traditional
observations or domain knowledge when making decisions. Further
effort should be directed toward the appropriate comprehension of the
meaning of big data. New theories and improved algorithms should be
incorporated into big data research in the tourism and hospitality fields.

Although this study is not the first to review the current progress of
big data, it emphasised the network analysis of recent publications and
provided insightful results within and potentially beyond tourism and
hospitality. This research contributes to the existing literature and
provides empirical results. Firstly, the current study collected two data
sets that cover several important citation indexes. A distinct advantage
is that the cited references were used to depict the connections among
publications and reveal research trends. Secondly, this study used a
quantitative approach for modelling the publications to present the
relationship between citations and cited articles in previous years.
Accordingly, this research provides the results of co-citation networks,
clusters and trends in keywords in big data-related publications.
Furthermore, the current study performs an alternative evaluation of
big data research in tourism with various multidisciplinary domains.
Findings suggest that applications of social media and user-generated
content are gaining momentum, whereas theory-based studies on big
data in tourism remain limited. Therefore, the study also contributes to
the academia by offering future research directions for big data re-
search in tourism and hospitality.

This study also has several limitations. Although we collected 1999
publications and 58,155 references, we could not cover all big data-
related research in our data sets owing to the selected keywords. We
used big data and social media with terms related to tourism and hos-
pitality as the major keywords to retrieve data from Web of Science,
thereby ensuring that the collected publications are related to big data.

Table 7
Major keywords in data set #2.

Year Keywords Frequency Year Keywords Frequency

2012 Big data 722 2015 Internet of things 23
MapReduce 104 Perspective 18
Cloud computing 97 Pattern 14
Visualisation 20 Epidemiology 11

2013 System 125 Feature selection 7
Model 92 Intelligence 7
Network 86 2016 Internet of things 10
Algorithm 69 Opportunity 10
Data mining 64 Health care 9
Management 62 Recognition 8
Challenge 58 Support vector

machine
7

Big data analytics 54 Genetic algorithm 7
Classification 50 2017 Integration 3
Privacy 43 Industry 3
Machine learning 43 Smart city 3
Impact 42 Supply chain 2
Prediction 31 Gene expression 2

2014 Information 46 Greenhouse gas
emission

2

Internet
technology

37 Life cycle 2

Social media 25 Policy 2
Behaviour 13 Decision making 2
Regression 11 Business analytics 2
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Future studies can incorporate other relevant keywords and generate a
comprehensive database of big data research from various providers,
such as Google Scholar. Additionally, future studies can apply machine-
learning methods, instead of merely performing manual examination,
to filter irrelevant publications and improve the efficiency and accuracy
of database construction.
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